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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE TWELFTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 

WILL COUNTY, ILLINOIS 

 

JOHN KIEKEN,  )  

,  ) 

  Plaintiff, ) 

 v.  ) No. 2021 CH 000448 

   ) 

CITY OF JOLIET, a municipal corporation, ) 

   ) 

  Defendants. ) 

 

VERIFIED EMERGENCY MOTION FOR TEMPORARY RESTRAINING 

ORDER/PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION TO COMPEL JOLIET TO PRODUCE 

DOCUMENTS RELATED TO ANY TRAFFIC STUDIES AHEAD OF THE DECEMBER 

21, 2021 CITY COUNCIL HEARINGS AND TO STAY THE CITY COUNCIL HEARINGS 

 

 Plaintiff, John Kieken (“Kieken”), by his attorneys, pursuant to 735 ILCS 5/11-101, moves 

this Honorable Court for the entry of a temporary restraining order and preliminary injunction 

requiring Defendant, City of Joliet, to produce any and all documents and records associated with 

any traffic studies with respect to the proposed NorthPoint/EastGate Development and to stay the 

Joliet City Council public hearings scheduled for December 21, 2021, and in support thereof states: 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This matter is an emergency because of the upcoming December 21, 2021, City Council 

meeting where public hearings are scheduled on whether to allow NorthPoint Development, LLC’s 

(“NorthPoint”) to proceed with its proposed massive Development that will forever impact this 

region (“Development or Project”). The Project is expected to generate more than 10,000 additional 

semitrucks per day adding to the area’s already congested traffic, damaging the area’s infrastructure 

and presenting a host of public safety concerns.  

Joliet is in possession of traffic studies commissioned by NorthPoint. The traffic studies are 

critical for meaningful participation at the December 21st public hearing. Joliet denied Plaintiff’s 

Freedom of Information request seeking any and all traffic studies and related documents on the 
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basis that they are preliminary drafts in which opinions are expressed or policies are formulated. 

Nothing could be further from the truth. Typically Joliet requires traffic studies before it approves a 

project. No Joliet policies or opinions could be part of a traffic study commissioned by an applicant 

such as NorthPoint. 

II. BACKGROUND 

On November 15, 2021, Kieken submitted a FOIA request to Joliet for documents related to 

any and all traffic studies related to NorthPoint’s proposed massive Development which is expected 

to add more than 10,000 semi-trucks a-day (Complaint ¶¶ 14-15; Complaint, Exhibit 1). Kieken 

sought: 

Any/all traffic studies, any/all environmental studies, and documents from any 

agency, department, company, nonprofit or organization of any type or manner 

surrounding and/all traffic studies and any/all environmental studies related to 

NorthPoint Development, Compass Business Park, Compass Global Logistics Hub, 

East Gate Logistics Park Chicago LLC, and/or Wakal Limited Partnership. 

 

On November 19, 2021, Joliet denied the request stating: 

This letter is to inform you that your FOIA request is being denied for the following 

reasons: 

 

5 ILCS 140/7(1)(f); Preliminary drafts or notes in which opinions are expressed or 

policies are formulated, unless the record is publicly cited and identified by the head 

of the public body. 

 

No records exist with regard to environmental studies. 

 

. . . 

(A copy of Joliet’s Response with the Requests is attached to Plaintiff’s Complaint as Exhibit 1). 

 

On December 3, 2021, Kieken filed a Complaint seeking injunctive and declaratory relief 

based on Joliet’s violation of the Freedom of Information Act (Exhibit 1).  

Joliet’s City Council is set to hold public hearings on December 21, 2021, and vote on 

whether to approve a proposed amended annexation agreement with NorthPoint. The amended 
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annexation agreement, if approved, will forever change the character of the region (a copy of various 

articles on the Development is attached hereto as Group Exhibit 2). As the Court may be aware, 

there is immense public opposition to NorthPoint’s proposed Development. It is expected to add 

more than 10,000 trucks per day to the region’s already over-whelmed traffic congestion and 

crumbling infrastructure, not to mention the thousands of additional vehicles of employees and 

others to arrive and depart to and from the facility (Exhibits 1 and 2). 

 Northpoint presented its Development, the Compass Global Logistics Hub, to the Joliet Plan 

Commission as a plan that will reduce traffic congestion and protect neighbors and the environment. 

NorthPoint’s new plan calls a closed loop and for a bridge over Route 53 in the area of Breen Road. 

To the skepticism of informed residents, there are no indications of how NorthPoint intends to put 

10,000 trucks a day through a closed loop leading to a single road. On November 18, 2021, without 

the benefit of any traffic studies the Joliet Plan Commission, in a 6-2 vote, recommended approval 

of the Development to the City Council. 

 Tom George, director of development for NorthPoint, at the Plan Commission hearing, said 

the Project includes “probably the most vetted traffic program we’ve ever worked on.” NorthPoint 

argues that its phantom and ever-changing closed loop plan is an answer to area truck congestion 

contending that it will provide direct routes inside the industrial park. Residents remain skeptical of 

NorthPoint’s promises. Christina Sammet of Jackson Township, spoke at the hearing: “The total 

amount of stuff that moves in the closed loop has to leave eventually.” Ms. Sammet questioned 

whether a traffic study for the new plan has been done.  

Tim Sjogren, a transportation engineer with Kimley-Horn working for NorthPoint said a 

prior traffic study is being updated and said that he did not know if the updated traffic study will be 

ready by the time NorthPoint goes to the City Council for a final vote. Fredrick Moore, the only 
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member of the Plan Commission to comment on his vote, cited the incomplete traffic study as one 

reason for his no vote.  

Yet, Joliet’s City Council, with support of Major O’Dekirk,  who has received thousands of 

dollars in campaign contributions from donors affiliated with NorthPoint, is poised to approve the 

Project, with or without a traffic study. The hypocrisy of this is shown by the fact that in June 2021, 

Joliet’s City Council tabled a vote on a Dunkin’ Donuts planned for Six Corners until a traffic study 

would be completed (Group Exhibit 2). The Joliet Herald December 3, 2021 column article ends: 

Ten thousand trucks a day is a lot of trucks. Can you imagine that many cars going through the 

Dunkin’ drive-thru at Six Corners?” (Id.).       

 CenterPoint is an intermodal freight terminal located in Elwood, Illinois. It is considered the 

largest inland port in North America. The Intermodal Center includes a 785-acre Union Pacific 

Railroad complex just south of Joliet and a 770-acre BNSF Railway complex further to the 

southwest. CenterPoint is opposed to the NorthPoint Development until traffic studies and 

environmental impact studies are completed. In a November 18, 2021 letter to Mayor O’Dekirk, 

CenterPoint requested that Joliet table NorthPoint’s Project until it provides inter alia: 

 a. NorthPoint’s traffic study referenced in the Staff Report and any previous 

traffic studies provided by NorthPoint to Joliet; 

 

 b. Other traffic studies; 

 c. Environmental Impact Studies; 

 d. Details about the planned bridge(s).  

(a copy of CenterPoint’s letter is attached to Plaintiff’s Complaint as Exhibit 3). 

 

IV. APPLICABLE LAW 

 

 In order to obtain injunctive relief, a party must establish: (a) a clearly ascertainable right 

that needs protection; (b) the fact that the party would suffer irreparable injury without the protection 
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of an injunction; (c) the absence of an adequate remedy at law; and (d) a likelihood of success on 

the merits. Bradford v. Wynstone Prop. Owners' Ass'n, 355 Ill.App.3d 736, 739 (2nd Dist. 2005). The 

movant is not required to make out its entire case that would entitle it to relief on the merits; rather, 

it need show only that it raises a “fair question” about the existence of its right and that the court 

should preserve the status quo until the case can be decided on the merits. Buzz Barton & Associates, 

Inc. v. Giannone, 108 Ill.2d 373, 382 (1985); County of Du Page v. Gavrilos, 359 Ill.App.3d 629, 

634 (2nd Dist. 2005). 

 The standards for obtaining a preliminary injunction are virtually the same. See, Murphy v. 

Advocate Health & Hosps. Corp., 2017 IL App (4th) 160513, ¶ 106. The moving party must raise a 

“fair question” as to each required element to obtain an injunction. Id. A hearing on a motion for a 

temporary restraining order is a summary proceeding and the court proceeds in a summary fashion, 

hearing only arguments on the motion. Passon v. TCR, Inc., 242 Ill.App.3d 259, 263 (2nd Dist. 1993). 

 Kieken meets all of the required elements. 

 Kieken has a clearly ascertainable right under FOIA that needs protection.  

Kieken and others will be irreparably harmed without the benefit of the traffic study 

documents especially if the Development is allowed to proceed and it adds more than 10,000 trucks 

per day to the region’s already over-whelmed traffic congestion and crumbling infrastructure, 

causing direct and environmental damage. 

Kieken has no adequate remedy at law, as compensatory damages would be totally 

inadequate. 

Kieken has a likelihood of success on the merits, as the documents withheld by Joliet are not 

even documents they created or commissioned. 
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V. THE COURT SHOULD GRANT A TRO REQUIRING JOLIET TO PRODUCE 

FORTHWITH THE DOCUMENTS SOUGHT IN KIEKEN’S FOIA REQUEST 

 

 Kieken has a clearly ascertainable right that needs protection. The Court must not tolerate 

Joliet’s lack of transparency. There is no colorable basis for Joliet’s denial of Kieken’s FOIA request. 

The public has the right to any traffic studies prior to the December 21, 2021 City Council hearings 

and vote on the Development. Without the traffic studies, it is impossible for residents to 

meaningfully participate at the hearings. If Joliet cares about the welfare of its residents, it will not 

oppose this Motion.   

The purpose of FOIA is “to open governmental records to the light of public scrutiny.” 

Watkins v. McCarthy, 2010 Il App (1st) 100632 ¶ 13. The Act’s purpose is to open government 

records to the light of public scrutiny and its exceptions are to be read narrowly (Id., at ¶¶ 21-22). 

Joliet’s denial of the FOIA request with its conclusory cite to § 140/7/(1)(f) is not well taken. The 

exemption relied upon by Joliet provides: 

(f) Preliminary drafts, notes, recommendations, memoranda and other records in 

which opinions are expressed, or policies or actions are formulated, except that a 

specific record or relevant portion of a record shall not be exempt when the record is 

publicly cited and identified by the head of the public body. The exemption provided 

in this paragraph (f) extends to all those records of officers and agencies of the 

General Assembly that pertain to the preparation of legislative documents. 

 

(5 ILCS 140/7 (1)(f)). 

 

 It is Joliet’s burden to prove the records in question fall within the claimed exemption. 

Chicago Tribune Co. v. Cook County Assessor’s Office, 2018 IL App (1st) 170455. To meet this 

burden and to assist the court in making its determination, Joliet is required to provide 

a detailed justification for its claim of exemption, addressing the requested documents specifically 
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and in a manner allowing for adequate adversary testing. Illinois Educ. Ass'n v. Illinois State Bd. of 

Educ., 204 Ill.2d 456, 464 (2003).  

 Joliet’s claimed exemption, Section 7(1)(f) of the Act, is the equivalent of the “deliberative 

process” exemption found in section 552(b)(5) of the federal Freedom of Information Act, which 

exempts from disclosure inter- and intra-agency pre-decisional and deliberative material. Harwood 

v. McDonough, 344 Ill.App.3d 242 (1st Dist. 2003). In order for this exception to apply, the 

document must be both pre-decisional in the sense that it is actually antecedent to the adoption of 

an agency policy, and deliberative in the sense that it is actually related to the process by which 

policies are formulated. Chicago Trib. Co., 2018 IL App (1st) 170455, at ¶ 28. The traffic studies 

commissioned by NorthPoint meet neither of the requirements for exemption. 

 The traffic studies are not commissioned or paid for by the City of Joliet. The traffic studies 

are not antecedent to the adoption of City policy. The traffic studies are not deliberative because 

they are not related to the process by which City policies are formulated. The decision to approve 

the Amended Annexation Agreement does not involve City policy. There is no basis for the City to 

keep this information secret and away from public view.  

The deliberative process exemption is designed to protect the communications process in 

government agencies and encourage frank and open discussion among agency employees before a 

final decision is made. Chicago Trib. Co., 2018 IL App (1st) 170455, at ¶ 22. The word 

“preliminary” in the deliberative process exemption refers to pre-decisional intra-agency 

communications (Id., at ¶ 27). Traffic studies commissioned by a private party and provided to Joliet 

in order to get its Development approved does not involve pre-decisional intra-agency 

communications. NorthPoint is not an agency or a Department of the City of Joliet. There is no basis 

for Joliet’s claimed exemption. 
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VI. THE COURT SHOULD STAY THE DECEMBER 21, 2021 CITY COUNCIL HEARING 

UNTIL TRAFFIC STUDIES ARE PROVIDED TO THE PUBLIC 

 

 If Joliet is unwilling, or unable to provide the traffic studies well in advance of the December 

21, 2021, public hearing, Kieken respectfully requests that this court enter an injunction, staying 

those proceedings until such traffic studies are provided to the public.  

VI. CONCLUSION 

 This motion is brought as an emergency due to the fast approaching December 21st City 

Council hearing. After December 21st, Kieken’s FOIA’s request will largely be moot. Without this 

information, Joliet will have succeeded in keeping this information hidden from the public. 

Residents will be prevented from engaging in meaningfully debate over the Development. It makes 

no sense for Joliet to require traffic studies for a Dunkin Donuts site while allowing Northpoint, 

without the benefit of traffic studies, to proceed with its Project that will add more than 10,000 semi-

trucks a-day. Without traffic studies, the impact this massive Development will have on our 

community and roadways is anyone’s guess. The public has a right to this information before this 

Project is voted upon and shoved down the throats of this community.  

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, John Kieken, requests that the Court: 

A. Enter a temporary restraining order requiring the City of Joliet to produce forthwith 

all records and documents requested in Kieken’s November 15, 2021 FOIA request; 

B. A temporary restraining order staying the December 21, 2021 City Council hearing 

until such time as the subject documents are provided and Plaintiff has had an adequate 

opportunity to review the documents; 

B. Award Plaintiff reasonable attorney’s fees and costs pursuant to 5 ILCS 140/11(i); 

D. Any additional relief the Court deems just. 
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       /s/  Richard Linden 

 

Robert W. Fioretti (ARDC 3121708) 

Roth Fioretti LLC 

311 South Wacker Drive 

Chicago, IL 60606 

(312) 922-6262 

rwf@rothfioretti.com 

 

Richard F. Linden (ARDC 6200387) 

Peter V. Bustamante (ARDC 3128654) 

17 North State Street 

Suite 1550 

Chicago, IL 60602 

(312) 590-0211 

(312) 346-2072 

lindenlaw@gmail.com 

pvbust@bustamantelaw.com 

  

mailto:rwf@rothfioretti.com
mailto:lindenlaw@gmail.com
mailto:pvbust@bustamantelaw.com
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VERIFICATION 

 

 John W. Kieken, certifies under penalties as provided by law pursuant to section 1-109 of 

the Illinois Code of Civil Procedure, the following:   

 1. I am the Plaintiff in this lawsuit and a Manager of Plaintiff Stop NorthPoint, LLC. 

 2. I have personal knowledge of the facts contained in Plaintiffs’ Emergency Motion 

for Temporary Restraining Order. I also have personal knowledge of the facts contained in 

Plaintiff’s Complaint for Injunctive and Declaratory Relief (“Complaint”). 

 3. I hereby certify that the facts set forth in Plaintiffs’ Motion for Temporary 

Restraining Order and Complaint are true and correct except as a matters stated to be information 

and belief, and as to such matters the undersigned verily believes the same to be true.  

 

___________________ 

John W. Kieken 

 

 

Dated: ___________ 

 

 



Exhibit 1 
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE TWELFTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 

WILL COUNTY, ILLINOIS 

 

JOHN KIEKEN,  )  

  ) 

  Plaintiff, ) 

 v.  ) No.  

   ) 

CITY OF JOLIET, a municipal corporation, ) 

   ) 

  Defendant. ) 

 

COMPLAINT FOR INJUNCTIVE AND DECLARATORY RELIEF 

 

 Plaintiff, John Kieken, by his attorneys, pursuant to 5 ILCS 140/1, et. seq., complains of 

Defendant City of Joliet, as follows: 

PARTIES, JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

1. Plaintiff, John Kieken (“Kieken”), is resident of the Village of Manhattan, Will 

County, Illinois. 

2. Kieken is one of the founders of Stop NorthPoint, LLC (“Stop NorthPoint”). Stop 

NorthPoint is an Illinois limited liability company formed as a grassroots movement to preserve and 

protect Will County area residents and neighbors from the catastrophic consequences that will result 

if NorthPoint is permitted to proceed with the development of its proposed massive industrial park 

and trucking terminal. 

3. Defendant, City of Joliet (“Joliet”), is an Illinois municipal corporation. 

4. Jurisdiction is proper based in that Joliet is an Illinois municipal corporation and 

Plaintiff’s causes of action arose in Illinois. 

5. Venue is proper given that Joliet is in Will County and Plaintiff’s causes of action 

arose in Will County. 

2021CH000448

3/23/2022               9:00

Andrea Lynn Chasteen
Will County Circuit Clerk

Twelfth Judicial Circuit Court
Electronically Filed

2021CH000448
Filed Date: 12/3/2021 3:37 PM
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Clerk: AHD
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6. On or about December 15, 2020, the City of Joliet approved an annexation and 

development agreement with EastGate for the approval of the annexation of 1,257 acres of 

unincorporated land into the City of Joliet. EastGate is a related entity to NorthPoint. Since then, 

Joliet and NorthPoint/EastGate entered into an Amended Annexation Agreement. Joliet’s City 

Council is scheduled to hold public hearings and vote on whether to approve the Amended 

Annexation Agreement on December 21, 2021. 

7. NorthPoint’s proposed Development (“Development” or “Project”) is enormous in 

size and scope. If permitted to proceed, the Development would be one of the largest of its kind ever 

built, approximately 4.5 times the size of Midway Airport.  

8. The Project will consist primarily of warehouses where trucks would move goods to 

and from the distribution center to their destination. The facility would gain rail access by 

connecting the Development to the CenterPoint Intermodal Center (“CenterPoint”), a 6,400-acre 

intermodal complex adjacent to the I-55/I-80 interchange. 

9. The Development is expected to generate more than 10,000 semi-trucks per day. 

There is immense public opposition to the Project and lawsuits have been filed to prevent the Project 

from proceeding.  

10. Trucks exiting off of Interstates 80 and 55 would be required to travel approximately 

nine (9) miles to reach the trucking terminal/warehouses using local roads of Elwood and 

Manhattan. The Development would result in increased traffic congestion and backups on these 

already overly congested roads that were never designed to handle the volume of truck traffic that 

would be caused by the Development.  

11. Truck traffic traveling to and from the trucking terminal/warehouses will have to 

traverse over roads that are not built to support heavy weight trucks. These roads include Walter 
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Strawn Drive, West Hoff Road, West Mississippi Avenue, Manhattan Road, Arsenal Road, South 

Elwood International Port Road, and others. The heavy increased volume of semi-truck and other 

traffic would severely damage local roadways and burden taxpayers with increased maintenance 

and road repair costs. There are serious public safety concerns associated with the Development 

along with the environmental impact the Development will have on the region. 

COUNT I (ILLINOIS FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT) 

12. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs 1-11. 

13. Defendant, City of Joliet, and its various departments and agencies, are subject to the 

Illinois Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA” or “Act”).  5 ILCS 140/1, et seq. 

 14. On or about November 15, 2021, Kieken submitted a FOIA request to Joliet 

requesting: 

Any/all traffic studies, any/all environmental studies, and documents from any 

agency, department, company, nonprofit or organization of any type or manner 

surrounding and/all traffic studies and any/all environmental studies related to 

NorthPoint Development, Compass Business Park, Compass Global Logistics Hub, 

East Gate Logistics Park Chicago LLC, and/or Wakal Limited Partnership. 

 

(11/15/21 FOIA Request, a copy of Joliet’s Response with the Requests is attached hereto as Exhibit 

1). 

 

15. On November 19, 2021, Joliet denied the Request stating: 

 This letter is to inform you that your FOIA request is being denied for the following 

reasons: 

 

5 ILCS 140/7(1)(f); Preliminary drafts or notes in which opinions are expressed or 

policies are formulated, unless the record is publicly cited and identified by the head 

of the public body. 

 

No records exist with regard to environmental studies. 

 

. . . 

 

You also have the right to judicial review under 5 ILCS 140/11. 
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(Exhibit 1). 

 

 16. On December 3, 2021, the Joliet Herald News ran an article about NorthPoint’s 

secretive traffic studies (a copy of the Article is attached hereto as Exhibit 2). The Article states that 

“NorthPoint has done a traffic study—or so they say and so do city officials. The Article talks about 

the “diverging realities.” Id. The Article states: “Assistant City Attorney Chris Regis said NorthPoint 

filed a traffic study in its first go-around in getting an approval from the City Council, but the city 

requested more information. So the traffic study was still in progress—even though the plan was 

already approved. Then when NorthPoint filed its new plan it became obsolete.” (Exhibit 2).    

 17. The Herald Article talks about the absurdity of the Joliet Council recently delaying a 

vote pending a traffic study for a proposed Dunkin’ Donuts location while the Council plans to 

proceed with a vote on this massive Development with or without a traffic study (Exhibit 2). The 

Article further says: 

The lack of a traffic study was brought out by questions posed by Christina Sammet 

of Jackson Township at a Plan Commission hearing last month in response to her 

questions, NorthPoint’s traffic engineer said an updated study is not done and it’s 

not certain to be done by Dec 21 when the City Council is scheduled to vote on the 

plan. 

 

(Exhibit 2).   

 18. On November 18, 2021, CenterPoint sent a letter to Joliet Mayor, Bob Dekirk, 

requesting, inter alia, that the City and its Plan Commission table the Project until NorthPoint 

provides certain information including “NorthPoint’s traffic study referenced in the Staff Report and 

any previous traffic studies provided by NorthPoint to the City of Joliet and which have not been 

provided to CenterPoint.” (A copy of the 11/18/21 letter is attached hereto as Exhibit 3). The letter 

also requested other information and traffic studies. Upon information and belief, Joliet has refused 

CenterPoint’s requests. 
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 19. Mayor Dekirk on WJOL radio recently said to the effect that if CenterPoint wants a 

traffic study so bad it should pay for its own traffic study. 

 20. It is the public policy of the State of Illinois that all persons are entitled to full and 

complete information regarding the affairs of government and the official acts and policies of those 

who represent them as public officials and employees.  The Illinois General Assembly has declared 

that access by all persons to public records promotes the transparency and accountability of public 

bodies at all levels of government. It is the fundamental obligation of government to operate openly 

and provide public records as expediently and efficiently as possible in compliance with the Act. 

21. The purpose of FOIA is “to open governmental records to the light of public 

scrutiny.” Watkins v. McCarthy, 2010 Il App (1st) 100632 ¶ 13. 

22. Joliet’s denial of the FOIA request with its conclusory cite to § 140/7/(1)(f) is not 

well taken. This exemption provides: 

(f) Preliminary drafts, notes, recommendations, memoranda and other records in 

which opinions are expressed, or policies or actions are formulated, except that a 

specific record or relevant portion of a record shall not be exempt when the record is 

publicly cited and identified by the head of the public body. The exemption provided 

in this paragraph (f) extends to all those records of officers and agencies of the 

General Assembly that pertain to the preparation of legislative documents. 

 

(5 ILCS 140/7 (1)(f)). 

 

 23. It is Joliet’s burden to prove the records in question fall within the claimed 

exemption. Chicago Tribune Co. v. Cook County Assessor’s Office, 2018 IL App (1st) 170455. To 

meet this burden and to assist the court in making its determination, the agency must provide 

a detailed justification for its claim of exemption, addressing the requested documents specifically 

and in a manner allowing for adequate adversary testing. Illinois Educ. Ass'n v. Illinois State Bd. of 

Educ., 204 Ill.2d 456, 464 (2003).  
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 24. Section 7(1)(f) of the Act is the equivalent of the “deliberative process” exemption 

found in section 552(b)(5) of the federal Freedom of Information Act, which exempts from 

disclosure inter- and intra-agency pre-decisional and deliberative material. Harwood v. 

McDonough, 344 Ill.App.3d 242 (1st Dist. 2003). In order for this exception to apply, the  document 

must be both pre-decisional in the sense that it is actually antecedent to the adoption of an agency 

policy, and deliberative in the sense that it is actually related to the process by which policies are 

formulated. Chicago Trib. Co., 2018 IL App (1st) 170455, at ¶ 28. Documents adopted as final 

agency policy are not protected from disclosure. Id. at ¶ 31. 

 25. Joliet’s denial violates FOIA. The decision is arbitrary, capricious and against the 

manifest weight of the evidence. There is no factual or legal support for the denial.  

26. Documents related to any purported traffic studies commissioned by NorthPoint do 

not fall with the deliberate process exception contained in FOIA. Such studies were not 

commissioned by Joliet but by North-Point, a private party seeking the approval by the City council 

to annex and build a private commercial warehouse and trucking terminal. Based on public 

statements, the City has such documents related to its 2020 final decision to approve the original 

annexation agreement that was the subject of public hearings. 

27. The decision whether to approve the amended annexation agreement is set for public 

hearings on December 21, 2021. The public requires this information in order to meaningfully 

participate and prepare for the hearing. There is no justification for Joliet to withhold and conceal 

this information from the public. 

28. It cannot be said that the information sought is both pre-decisional in the sense that 

it is actually antecedent to the adoption of an agency policy, and deliberative in the sense that it is 
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actually related to the process by which policies are formulated. Joliet has no right to keep his 

information hidden from the public.  

29. Plaintiff is entitled to attorneys’ fees under the Act. § 140/11 provides that “[i]f a 

person seeking the right to inspect or receive a copy of a public record prevails in a proceeding 

under this Section, the court shall award such person reasonable attorney's fees and costs. 5 ILCS 

140/11(i).  

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, John Kieken, requests that the Court: 

A. Enter an injunction and/or declaratory judgment requiring the City of Joliet to 

produce forthwith the requested documents; 

B. Award Plaintiff reasonable attorney’s fees and costs pursuant to 5 ILCS 140/11(i); 

C. Any additional relief the Court deems just. 

 

       /s/  Richard Linden 

 

Robert W. Fioretti (ARDC 3121708) 

Roth Fioretti LLC 

311 South Wacker Drive 

Chicago, IL 60606 

(312) 922-6262 

rwf@rothfioretti.com 

 

Richard F. Linden (ARDC 6200387) 

Peter V. Bustamante (ARDC 3128654) 

17 North State Street 

Suite 1550 

Chicago, IL 60602 

(312) 590-0211 

(312) 346-2072 

lindenlaw@gmail.com 

pvbust@bustamantelaw.com 

mailto:rwf@rothfioretti.com
mailto:lindenlaw@gmail.com
mailto:pvbust@bustamantelaw.com
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JHN Column: JHN Column: Is what’s good for Dunkin’ Donuts good forIs what’s good for Dunkin’ Donuts good for

NorthPoint?NorthPoint?

Published on Published on December 3, 2021December 3, 2021
The Joliet Herald-News wrote:

Is what’s good for Dunkin’ Donuts good for

NorthPoint?

Tra�c study was a must for doughnut shop. Will NorthPoint be

held to the same standard?

By Bob Okon

December 03, 2021 at 5:15 am CST

I had forgotten the story, but NorthPoint opponent Marge Cepon had not.

The headline: “Joliet wants tra�c study for Dunkin’ planned at Six Corners.”

That was in June when the council delayed a vote on the Dunkin’, previously known

as Dunkin’ Donuts, until a tra�c study would be done because of the potential

impact at the Six Corners intersection.

A lot of people are clamoring for a look at a NorthPoint tra�c study for its

proposed Compass Global Logistics Hub, which is expected to generate more

than 10,000 trucks a day when it is built out. But they aren’t seeing it.

Stay Informed!

Your email address

SIGN-UP NOW! ▼

https://www.shawlocal.com/the-herald-news/opinion/column/2021/12/03/is-whats-good-for-dunkin-donuts-good-for-northpoint/
https://www.stopnorthpoint.com/
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They include Cepon, who referred to the Dunkin’ drive-thru story.

“That’s crazy and actually laughable,” Cepon said. “Dunkin’ needed a tra�c study

but NorthPoint doesn’t. It’s truly ridiculous.”

Actually, NorthPoint has done a tra�c study – or so they say and so do city

o�cials.

It’s just that they don’t have one ready for their new plan, which adds more than

1,000 acres to the previous proposal, includes two more bridges, and goes into

areas where people live.

The lack of a new tra�c study was brought out by questions posed by Christina

Sammet of Jackson Township at a Plan Commission hearing last month. In

response to her questions, NorthPoint’s tra�c engineer said an updated study is

not done and it’s not certain to be done by Dec 21 when the City Council is

scheduled to vote on the plan.

The Plan Commission voted, 6-2, to recommend approval of the plan.

But Fredrick Moore, one of the no votes, seemed concerned about the incomplete

tra�c study, saying NorthPoint “doesn’t have their work completely done” before

he voted.

Other members of the commission – made up mostly of people from building

trades unions, the construction industry and the real estate business – said

nothing and had no questions about the NorthPoint plan.

There seem to be diverging realities here, because NorthPoint says it is going to

new lengths on the matter of tra�c studies. NorthPoint says it will continue doing

tra�c studies at regular intervals as it builds warehouses to reexamine what

impact the development will have on the area – something developers do not do

once a project is approved.

It’s just that people want to see a tra�c study before the project is approved.

Those people include CenterPoint Properties Chief Development O�cer Michael
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Murphy, who �led an objection to the NorthPoint plan by email with the Plan

Commission saying CenterPoint wants to see a tra�c study showing the impact on

roads in the CenterPoint Intermodal Center. NorthPoint will send its trucks onto

those roads to get to the intermodals.

John Kieken, a leader in the Stop NorthPoint group, said he �led a Freedom of

Information Request with the city of Joliet go get the tra�c study but did not get it.

Assistant City Attorney Chris Regis said NorthPoint �led a tra�c study in its �rst

go-around in getting an approval from the City Council, but the city requested

more information. So the tra�c study was still in progress – even though the plan

was already approved. Then when NorthPoint �led its new plan it became

obsolete.

Ten thousand trucks a day is a lot of trucks.

Can you imagine that many cars going through the Dunkin’ drive-thru at Six

Corners?

Read more at the Joliet Herald-News

Categories: WHY WE FIGHT
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Published on Published on December 3, 2021December 3, 2021
The Joliet Herald-News wrote:

Is what’s good for Dunkin’ Donuts good for

NorthPoint?

Tra�c study was a must for doughnut shop. Will NorthPoint be

held to the same standard?

By Bob Okon

December 03, 2021 at 5:15 am CST

I had forgotten the story, but NorthPoint opponent Marge Cepon had not.

The headline: “Joliet wants tra�c study for Dunkin’ planned at Six Corners.”

That was in June when the council delayed a vote on the Dunkin’, previously known

as Dunkin’ Donuts, until a tra�c study would be done because of the potential

impact at the Six Corners intersection.

A lot of people are clamoring for a look at a NorthPoint tra�c study for its

proposed Compass Global Logistics Hub, which is expected to generate more

than 10,000 trucks a day when it is built out. But they aren’t seeing it.
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They include Cepon, who referred to the Dunkin’ drive-thru story.

“That’s crazy and actually laughable,” Cepon said. “Dunkin’ needed a tra�c study

but NorthPoint doesn’t. It’s truly ridiculous.”

Actually, NorthPoint has done a tra�c study – or so they say and so do city

o�cials.

It’s just that they don’t have one ready for their new plan, which adds more than

1,000 acres to the previous proposal, includes two more bridges, and goes into

areas where people live.

The lack of a new tra�c study was brought out by questions posed by Christina

Sammet of Jackson Township at a Plan Commission hearing last month. In

response to her questions, NorthPoint’s tra�c engineer said an updated study is

not done and it’s not certain to be done by Dec 21 when the City Council is

scheduled to vote on the plan.

The Plan Commission voted, 6-2, to recommend approval of the plan.

But Fredrick Moore, one of the no votes, seemed concerned about the incomplete

tra�c study, saying NorthPoint “doesn’t have their work completely done” before

he voted.

Other members of the commission – made up mostly of people from building

trades unions, the construction industry and the real estate business – said

nothing and had no questions about the NorthPoint plan.

There seem to be diverging realities here, because NorthPoint says it is going to

new lengths on the matter of tra�c studies. NorthPoint says it will continue doing

tra�c studies at regular intervals as it builds warehouses to reexamine what

impact the development will have on the area – something developers do not do

once a project is approved.

It’s just that people want to see a tra�c study before the project is approved.

Those people include CenterPoint Properties Chief Development O�cer Michael
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Murphy, who �led an objection to the NorthPoint plan by email with the Plan

Commission saying CenterPoint wants to see a tra�c study showing the impact on

roads in the CenterPoint Intermodal Center. NorthPoint will send its trucks onto

those roads to get to the intermodals.

John Kieken, a leader in the Stop NorthPoint group, said he �led a Freedom of

Information Request with the city of Joliet go get the tra�c study but did not get it.

Assistant City Attorney Chris Regis said NorthPoint �led a tra�c study in its �rst

go-around in getting an approval from the City Council, but the city requested

more information. So the tra�c study was still in progress – even though the plan

was already approved. Then when NorthPoint �led its new plan it became

obsolete.

Ten thousand trucks a day is a lot of trucks.

Can you imagine that many cars going through the Dunkin’ drive-thru at Six

Corners?

Read more at the Joliet Herald-News
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1808 Swift Drive   |   Oak Brook, IL 60523‐1501   |   630.586.8000 phone   |   630.586.8010 fax 
www.centerpoint.com 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
            November 18, 2021 
 
Via EMail rodekirk@joliet.gov and Hand Delivery 
Mayor Bob O’Dekirk 
City of Joliet 
150 West Jefferson Street 
Joliet, Illinois  60432 
 
Re:  NorthPoint/East Gate  Logistics Park Chicago,  LLC’s Proposed 2,356 Acre Development 

(“NorthPoint Project”) 
 
Dear Mayor O’Dekirk, 
 

As you are aware, CenterPoint Properties Trust as a 100% member of CenterPoint Joliet 
Terminal Railroad LLC and CenterPoint Joliet Terminal Railroad LLC (“CenterPoint”) is the owner 
and developer of the CenterPoint Joliet Terminal development which is located south of I‐80 and 
west of US Rt. 53 in Joliet (“CenterPoint Joliet Terminal”).  Since 2008 CenterPoint’s development 
of the CenterPoint Joliet Terminal, including its internal private roadways, has been founded on 
sound engineering studies and analysis to ensure roadway integrity, safety and optimal operating 
conditions for owners and tenants in the CenterPoint Joliet Terminal. 
 

According  to  preliminary  and  non‐binding  information  that  has  been  obtained  by 
CenterPoint, NorthPoint  is proposing a “Closed Loop Truck Network” (“CLTN”) that will funnel 
traffic from 2,356 acres which NorthPoint alleges will be developed with 21 million square feet 
of  industrial warehouses  to one connection point with Millsdale Road  ‐‐ and directly  into  the 
CenterPoint  Joliet  Terminal  via  CenterPoint  Way.    The  roads  and  intersections  within  the 
CenterPoint  Joliet Terminal are not designed or constructed  to accommodate  the NorthPoint 
Project or the 1,200+/‐ acres adjacent to the NorthPoint Project. This proposed traffic pattern 
will have a significant negative impact on the safety and integrity of all intersections and roads, 
including CenterPoint’s private roads, within the CenterPoint Joliet Terminal.  In addition, there 
would be a substantial negative impact on current and proposed businesses in the CenterPoint 
Joliet Terminal and the motoring public.   
 

In  addition, NorthPoint  is  the  owner  of  an  additional  1,200+/‐  acres  adjacent  to  the 
NorthPoint project.   While  it  is not  included  in the current NorthPoint Project, this additional 
acreage would add another 14 million square feet of industrial warehouse traffic to the CLTN – 
further exacerbating the negative impact on the CenterPoint Joliet Terminal. 



   

   

 
CenterPoint will continue to evaluate its rights under current agreements and covenants 

that bind the City and protect CenterPoint’s rights, the businesses within the CenterPoint Joliet 
Terminal, and those who travel upon its roads. 
 

CenterPoint  requests  that  the City and  its Plan Commission  table NorthPoint’s Project 
until NorthPoint provides information to CenterPoint and allows CenterPoint a reasonable time 
to  evaluate  the  NorthPoint  Project.    CenterPoint  hereby  requests  the  City  of  Joliet  and/or 
NorthPoint provide CenterPoint the following information: 
 

1. Draft of the Annexation and Development Agreement and any amendments thereto.  
A summary is insufficient for CenterPoint to reasonably assess the NorthPoint Project. 

 
2. NorthPoint’s  traffic  study  referenced  in  the  Staff  Report  and  any  previous  traffic 

studies provided by NorthPoint to the City of Joliet and which have not been provided 
to CenterPoint.  

 
3. A list of all property owned by NorthPoint that will eventually utilize the CLTN.  This 

list should include the approximately 1,200 acres owned by NorthPoint and currently 
located  in  the  Village  of  Manhattan’s  planning  area  pursuant  to  a  boundary 
agreement set to expire in 2025. 

 
4. Anticipated square footage of warehouses or other buildings, including terminals, and 

square footage of all proposed container or parking facilities on all property owned 
by NorthPoint that will eventually utilize the CLTN.  

 
5. Environmental  Impact  Studies  for  the  NorthPoint  Project  and/or  the  1,200  acres 

owned by NorthPoint and currently  located  in  the Village of Manhattan’s planning 
area pursuant to a boundary agreement that will expire in 2025. 

 
6. Specifications for the proposed Bridge over Rt. 53 and Specifications for the Railroad 

Bridge over the UP Railroad south of Millsdale Road. 
 
7. Details regarding the  location of the connection of the CLTN to Millsdale Road and 

specifications for the CLTN roadway improvements at its intersection with Millsdale 
Road. 

 
8. Proposed timing for Completion of Bridges over the Union Pacific Railroad and Rt. 53. 
 
9. Proposed  timing  for  construction  of  the  Connection/Intersection  of  the  CLTN 

roadway(s) to Millsdale Road. 
 



   

   

10. A list of, and specifications for, all improvements NorthPoint and/or the City of Joliet 
is  proposing  for  Millsdale  Road,  CenterPoint  Way,  Baseline  Road,  Vetter  Road, 
Laraway Road, Hollywood/Houbolt Road and the I‐80/Houbolt Road Interchange. 

 
11. Traffic  Studies  showing  current and anticipated  impacts of  the NorthPoint Project 

and/or the CLTN on Millsdale Road west of Brandon Road, CenterPoint Way, Baseline 
Road, Vetter Road, Laraway Road, Houbolt Road Bridge, Houbolt/Hollywood Road and 
Houbolt Road interchange with I‐80. 

 
12. Traffic  studies  relating  in  any way  to  the  1,200  acres  owned  by  NorthPoint  and 

currently located in the Village of Manhattan’s planning area pursuant to a boundary 
agreement that will expire in 2025. 

 
CenterPoint  believes  that  the  foregoing  are  reasonable  requests  and  the  type  of 

information that CenterPoint, and presumably other developers, have been required to provide 
to  the  City  to  establish  that  development  occurs  in  a  responsible manner  that  ensures  the 
integrity and safety of existing infrastructure and the safety of the public.  Based on the foregoing, 
CenterPoint will communicate its objection to NorthPoint’s Project to the Plan Commission and 
further  will  request  that  the  matter  be  tabled  until  sufficient  information  is  provided  by 
NorthPoint and the City of Joliet. 
 

If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact my office. 
 
Kind regards, 
 
 
 
Michael P. Murphy 
Chief Development Officer 
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